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1. Introduction
In the same conceptual framework of cluster tilting theory, Iyama and Yoshino, working in the
context of the theory of mutations, proved in [18] that certain factors of extension closed subcategories
of a triangulated category T are again triangulated. More precisely, they showed that if pZ,Zq forms
a D-mutation pair in T (see [18, Definition 2.5] or Definition 2.8), where Z and D are subcategories
of T such that D Ď Z, Z is extension-closed and HomT pZ,Dr1sq “ 0 “ HomT pD,Zr1sq, then the
subfactor category Z{rDs possesses also the structure of a triangulated category (see [18, Section 4]
for details). This result played a key role in the development of mutation theory of tilting and silting
objects (subcategories) in general triangulated categories (see, for example, [1, 17, 22, 23]).
Originated from the concept of injective envelopes, the approximation theory has attracted increasing
interest among scholars and, hence, obtained the considerable development especially in the context
of module categories since the fifties (see, for example, [3, 4, 13]). Inspired by the ideas of injective
envelopes and projective covers, Auslander and Buchweitz studied in [2] the maximal Cohen-Macaulay
approximations for certain modules. Indeed, they established their theory in the context of abelian
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categories, and provided important applications in several settings. Since the appearance of their work
it has influenced numerous subsequent articles of researchers. In particular, Mendoza Herna´ndez et al.
developed in [20, 21] recently an analogous theory of approximations in the sense of Auslander and
Buchweitz for triangulated categories.
The main purpose of this manuscript is to apply this Auslander-Buchweitz approximation theory to
give another description for the above Iyama and Yoshino’s subfactor triangulated category. Indeed,
we obtain the following result, which shows that under the condition that D is presilting (that is,
HomT pD,Dr> 1sq “ 0), the subfactor triangulated category Z{rDs can be realized as a triangulated
quotient. Here, denote by xDy (resp., xZy) the smallest thick subcategory of T containingD (resp.,Z)
and by xZy{xDy the corresponding Verdier’s triangulated quotient (or simply, triangulated quotient)
category.
Theorem 1.1. (=Theorem 3.3) Let D Ď Z be subcategories of T such that pZ,Zq forms a D-
mutation pair. Suppose thatD is presilting. Then there exists a triangle equivalence
Z{rDs » xZy{xDy.
As a special case of this realization, we recover the main result [28, Theorem A] of the third author
(see Corollary 4.3). Recently, Iyama and Yang showed in [17, Theorem 3.6] that under some conditions
the so-called silting reduction of T can be realized as a certain subfactor triangulated category of T .
While according to [28, Corollary 2.7], we see that [17, Theorem 3.6] can be deduced from [28,
Theorem A]. Thus, [17, Theorem 3.6] is also a consequence of our result (see Corollary 4.4).
In 1987, Buchweitz [8] studied the triangulated quotient category
DsgpRq :“ D
bpmodRq{KbpprojRq,
where DbpmodRq is the bounded derived category of finitely generated modules over a Noetherian ring
R and KbpprojRq is the bounded homotopy category of finitely generated projective modules, under the
name of “ stable derived category”. In particular, he established in [8] the following famous triangle
equivalence when R is an Iwanaga-Gorenstein ring
Gp » DsgpRq p:q,
whereGp denotes the stable category of the Frobenius category of all finitely generated Gorenstein pro-
jective modules. In the representation theory of finite-dimensional algebras, this triangulated quotient
category appeared in Rickard’s work [27]. It is proved therein that this category is triangle equivalent
to the stable module category over a self-injective algebra. Later, this result was generalized to Goren-
stein Artin algebras via the (co)tilting theory by Happel [14]. Recently, Orlov [25] reconsidered this
triangulated quotient category and called DsgpRq the singularity category of the ring R because this
quotient category reflects certain homological singularity of the ring R.
As applications of Theorem 1.1, we extend the above classical Buchweitz’s triangle equivalence (:)
from Iwanaga-Gorenstein rings to Noetherian rings (see Corollary 4.12 and Remark 4.13), and obtain
the converse of Buchweitz’s triangle equivalence (:), see Corollary 4.16.
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Besides, other triangulated quotient categories have also attracted increasing interest among schol-
ars (we refer the reader to [9] for some basic knowledge about this topic). Beligiannis studied the
triangulated quotient category DbpModRq{KbpProjRq for an arbitrary ring R, where DbpModRq is the
bounded derived category of modules and KbpProjRq is the bounded homotopy category of projective
modules (see [5]). Just as the singularity category, this quotient category reflects also the homological
singularity of the ring R, and it treats modules which are not necessarily finitely generated. It seems
like to refer such a triangulated quotient category as the big singularity category of the ring R (note
that over a Noetherian ring R the homotopy category of all acyclic complexes of injective modules
KacpInjRq is compactly generated by DsgpRq (see [19, Proposition 2.3] or [24, Theorem 2.20]). The
category KacpInjRq is also called the big singularity category in [24]. We would like to remind readers
of the difference between the two settings). In particular, Beligiannis showed in [5, Theorem 6.9] that
R has finite Gorenstein global dimension if and only if there exists the triangle equivalence
GP – DbpModRq{KbpProjRq,
where GP denotes the stable category of the Frobenius category of all Gorenstein projective mod-
ules. This result extends Buchweitz’s triangle equivalence (:) to the ‘big’ version, and provides the
corresponding converse.
As another application of Theorem 1.1, we also obtain the above Beligiannis’ result (see Corollary
4.17).
Recently, Bergh, Jørgensen and Oppermann proved in [6, Theorem 3.6] that if R is either a left
and right Artin ring or a commutative Noetherian local ring, then there exists a triangle equivalence
Gp » DbpmodRq{KbpprojRq if and only if R is Gorenstein. As a further result, we obtain the following
result characterizing Iwanaga-Gorenstein rings and Gorenstein algebras. According to their result, we
note that the equivalence of (1) and (3) is indeed a special case of [6, Theorem 3.6].
Corollary 1.2. (=Corollary 4.18) Let R be a left and right Noetherian ring. Then the following state-
ments are equivalent:
p1q R is Iwanaga-Gorenstein.
p2q There exists a triangle equivalence
GP » DbpModRq{KbpProjRq.
If R is further an Artin algebra, then the above two conditions are equivalent to
p3q There exists a triangle equivalence
Gp » DbpmodRq{KbpprojRq.
We conclude this section by summarizing the contents of this article. Section 2 contains necessary
notions and results for use throughout this article. In Section 3, we present the proof of Theorem 1.1.
As applications of Theorem 1.1, some triangle equivalences on stable categories will be displayed in
Section 4, where we give also the proof of Corollary 1.2.
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2. Preliminaries
In this section, we fix some notation. We recall the Auslander-Buchweitz approximation triangles
in a triangulated category, and the triangle structure of the Iyama and Yoshino’s subfactor triangulated
category associated to a mutation pair. We recall definitions of a presilting subcategory and a co-t-
structure, and give some necessary facts about these notions.
2.1. Some notation. Throughout this article, by the term “subcategory” we always mean a full addi-
tive subcategory of an additive category closed under isomorphisms and direct summands.
LetA be an additive category. For an ideal I, denote byA{I the category whose objects are objects
ofA and whose morphisms are elements of
HomApM,Nq{IpM,Nq for all M,N P A{I.
Suppose that D is a subcategory of A. Denote by rDs the ideal of A consisting of all morphisms
factoring through some object in D. Thus, we have a category A{rDs, which is also an additive
category.
Throughout this article, let R denote an associative ring with identity. Denote by ModR the category
of all right R-modules, by modR the category of all finitely generated right R-modules, by ProjR the
category of all projective right R-modules, and by projR the category of all finitely generated projective
right R-modules.
Throughout this article, let T be a triangulated category. We will denote by [1] the shift functor of
any triangulated category unless otherwise stated. Suppose that C is a subcategory of T . Denote by
xCy the smallest thick subcategory of T containing C. For some integer n, set
CKiąn “ tN P T |HomT pM,Nrą nsq “ 0 for all M P Cu,
KiąnC “ tN P T |HomT pN,Mrą nsq “ 0 for all M P Cu.
Following the notions in [29], the subcategory C is called extension-closed if for any triangle
U Ñ V Ñ W Ñ Ur1s
in T with U,W P C, it holds that V P C. It is resolving (resp., coresolving) if it is further closed under
the functor r´1s (resp., r1s). Note that C is resolving (resp., coresolving) if and only if, for any triangle
U Ñ V Ñ W Ñ Ur1s (resp., W Ñ V Ñ U Ñ Wr1s)
in T with W P C, it holds that U P Cô V P C. It is easy to see that CKią0 (resp., Kią0C) is coresolving
(resp., resolving).
Let nowA be an abelian category. A complex X is often displayed as a sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ // Xn´1
δX
n´1
// Xn
δXn
// Xn`1 // ¨ ¨ ¨
of objects in A with δXn δ
X
n´1 for all n P Z. The nth homology of X is defined as Kerδ
X
n {Imδ
X
n´1 and
denoted by HnpXq. Set CnpXq “ Cokerδ
X
n´1. We say that two complexes X and Y are equivalent, and
denoted by X » Y [10, A.1.11, p. 164], if they can be linked by a sequence of quasi-isomorphisms
with arrows in alternating directions.
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Let E be a subcategory ofA. Denote by DbpAq the bounded derived category ofA, by D´pAq the
derived category of bounded-above complexes, and by KbpEq the bounded homotopy category with
each complex constructed by objects in E.
2.2. Auslander-Buchweitz approximation triangles. We recall in this subsection the Auslander-
Buchweitz approximation triangles established by Mendoza Herna´ndez et al. in [20].
LetW and X be subcategories of T . For a non-negative integer n, denote by p pXqn (resp., p qXqn) the
class consisting of all objects T satisfying that there exists a series of triangles
Ti`1 Ñ Xi Ñ Ti Ñ Ti`1r1s (resp., Ti Ñ Xi Ñ Ti`1 Ñ Tir1s)
in T with 0 6 i 6 n such that T0 “ T , Tn`1 “ 0 and each Xi P X. We use the symbol pX (resp., qX) to
stand for the class consisting of all objects K satisfying that there is a non-negative integer m such that
K P p pXqm (resp., K P p qXqm). Note that 0 P X by assumption. It is easy to see that pX (resp., qX) is closed
under the functor r1s (resp., r´1s).
Recall thatW is called a weak-cogenerator in X [20, Definition 5.1] ifW Ď X and for any object
X P X, there exists a triangle
X Ñ W Ñ X1 Ñ Xr1s
in T with X1 P X and W PW. The subcategoryW is said to be X-injective if HomT pX,Wr> 1sq “ 0
for any object W P W and any object X P X. Dually, one have the notions ofW being a weak-
generator in X and X-projective. We say thatW is a weak-generator-cogenerator in X if it is both an
X-projective weak-generator and an X-injective weak-cogenerator in X.
The following two results will be used frequently in the sequel.
Theorem 2.1. p[20, Theorem 5.4]q LetW Ď X be subcategories of T . Suppose thatX is closed under
extensions andW is a weak-cogenerator in X. Then for any object M P pX, there exist triangles
KM Ñ XM Ñ M Ñ KMr1s and M Ñ K
M Ñ XM Ñ Mr1s
in T with XM, X
M P X and KM ,K
M P xW.
Dually, one has
Theorem 2.2. LetV Ď Y be subcategories of T . Suppose thatY is closed under extensions andV is
a weak-generator in Y. Then for any object N P qY, there exist triangles
N Ñ YN Ñ LN Ñ Nr1s and YN Ñ LN Ñ N Ñ YNr1s
in T with YN , YN P Y and L
N , LN P qV.
2.3. Presilting and thick subcategories. In this subsection, we mainly recall the definition of a pre-
silting subcategory and give some necessary facts on subcategories arising from a presilting subcate-
gory.
Definition 2.3. p[1, Definition 2.1]q Let M be a subcategory of T . Then M is called presilting if
HomT pM,M
1r> 1sq “ 0 for all objects M,M1 PM.
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LetM be a presilting subcategory of T . We use the symbol MX (resp., XM) to denote the subcat-
egory ofMKią0 (resp., Kią0M) consisting of all objects N such that there exist triangles
Ni`1 Ñ Mi Ñ Ni Ñ Ni`1r1s (resp., Ni Ñ Mi Ñ Ni`1 Ñ Nir1s)
in T such that N0 “ N, Ni PM
Kią0 (resp., Ni P
Kią0M) and Mi PM for all i > 0. It is easy to see that
xM Ď MX ĎM
Kią0 and |M Ď XM Ď
Kią0M.
Lemma 2.4. p[28, Lemma 2.2]q LetM be a presilting subcategory ofT . Then the following statements
hold:
p1q |M and XM are resolving.
p2q xM and MX are coresolving.
In the rest of this subsection, we consider thick subcategories of T . Let H be a subcategory of T .
Define
pHq` :“ tN P T | N – Lris for some object L P H and some integer i > 0u.
pHq´ :“ tN P T | N – Lris for some object L P H and some integer i 6 0u.
Lemma 2.5. [28, Lemma 2.1] LetH be a subcategory of T .
p1q IfH is resolving, then xHy “ pHq` “ pH .
p2q IfH is coresolving, then xHy “ pHq´ “ qH .
Corollary 2.6. Let C be a subcategory of T closed under extensions. If C admits a weak-generator-
cogenerator, then xCy “ p qCq` “ p pCq´.
Proof. Note that C admits a weak-generator-cogenerator by assumption. It is easy to see that both
qC and pC are closed under extensions and direct summands. Hence, qC (resp., pC) is resolving (resp.,
coresolving), and so p qCq` “ x qCy and p pCq` “ x pCy by Lemma 2.5. However, it is clear that x qCy “ xCy
(resp., x pCy “ xCy). Therefore, the result follows. 
Suppose that M is a presilting subcategory of T . According to [21, Lemma 5.3(2)], we know
thatM is closed under extensions. Moreover, it is obvious thatM admits itself as a weak-generator-
cogenerator. Thus, by Corollary 2.6, we obtain
Corollary 2.7. LetM be a presilting subcategory of T . Then xMy “ p|Mq` “ pxMq´.
2.4. Mutation pair, subfactor triangulated category and co-t-structure. We recall in this subsec-
tion the triangle structure of the Iyama and Yoshino’s subfactor triangulated category associated to a
mutation pair, and the definition of a co-t-structure.
Definition 2.8. p[18, Sections 4]q Let D and Z be subcategories of T such that D Ď Z. The pair
pZ,Zq is called aD-mutation pair if the following conditions hold:
(1)Z is closed under extensions in T .
(2) For any object Z P Z, there exist triangles
Z` Ñ D` Ñ Z Ñ Z`r1s and Z Ñ D´ Ñ Z´ Ñ Zr1s
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in T with D˘ P D and Z˘ P Z.
(3) HomT pZ,Dr1sq “ 0 “ HomT pD,Zr1sq.
Remark 2.9. IfD is further a presilting subcategory of T in the above definition, then it is not hard to
check that
HomT pZ,Dr> 1sq “ 0 “ HomT pD,Zr> 1sq.
Therefore, the condition (2) implies thatD is indeed a weak-generator-cogenerator inZ in this case.
Theorem 2.10. p[18, Definition 4.1 and Theorem 4.2]q Let D Ď Z be subcategories of T such that
pZ,Zq forms a D-mutation pair. Then the additive quotient category Z{rDs has the structure of a
triangulated category with respect to the following shift functor and triangles:
p1q For an object Z P Z, take a fixed triangle
Z Ñ DZ Ñ Zx1y Ñ Zr1s
in T with DZ P D and Zx1y P Z psee the condition (2) of Definition 2.8q. Then x1y gives a well-defined
auto-equivalence ofZ{rDs, which is the shift functor ofZ{rDs.
p2q Suppose that
Z
f
ÝÑ Z1
g
ÝÑ Z2
h
ÝÑ Zr1s
is a triangle in T with Z, Z1, Z2 P Z. Consider the following commutative diagram of triangles:
Z
f
// Z1
g
//

Z2
h
//
δ

Zr1s
Z
f 1
// DZ
g1
// Zx1y
h1
// Zr1s
Then we have a complex Z
r f s
ÝÑ Z1
rgs
ÝÑ Z2
rδs
ÝÑ Zx1y inZ{rDs. The triangles inZ{rDs are defined as
the complexes which are isomorphic to a complex obtained in this way.
Definition 2.11. [7, 26] A co-t-structure on T is a pair pA,Bq of subcategories of T such that
(1)Ar´1s Ď A and Br1s Ď B,
(2) HomT pAr´1s,Bq “ 0, and
(3) T “ Ar´1s ˚ B.
Fact 2.12. Let D be a presilting subcategory of T . According to [21, Theorem 5.5], we know that the
pair pDU,UDq forms a co-t-structure on xDy. Here, the symbol DU (resp.,UD) stands for the smallest
extension-closed subcategory of T containingDr6 0s (resp.,Dr> 1s).
3. Realise the subfactor triangulated category as a triangulated quotient
Throughout this section, letD Ď Z be two subcategories of T such that pZ,Zq forms aD-mutation
pair. We show in this section that under the condition that D is presilting, the subfactor triangulated
categoryZ{rDs is triangle equivalent to the triangulated quotient xZy{xDy (see Theorem 3.3).
We begin with the following result, which will be used in the proof of Lemma 3.2.
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Lemma 3.1. Suppose thatD is presilting. Then we have
p1q pD “ DKią0 X xDy and
p2qD “ pDX Kią0D.
Proof. (1) We only need to show that the containment DKią0 X xDy Ď pD holds true. To this end, let
N be an object inDKią0 X xDy. Since N P xDy, we see that N P ppDq´ by Corollary 2.7. This implies
that there exist some integer i 6 0 and an object L P pD such that N – Lris. If i “ 0 then N P pD, as
desired. Suppose now that i ă 0. Then by the definition of objects being in pD, there exists a triangle
Nr´i ´ 1s Ñ N1 Ñ D
f
ÝÑ Nr´is in T with D P D and N1 P pD. Note that N P D
Kią0 as well. We
see that f “ 0. Therefore, N1 – D‘ Nr´i´ 1s. According to [28, Lemma 2.2(2)], we know that pD is
closed under direct summands. Hence, Nr´i ´ 1s P pD. Continuing the process, we can finally obtain
that N P pD, as desired. Thus, we haveDKią0 X xDy Ď pD.
(2) It suffices to show that the containment pDX Kią0D Ď D holds true. Suppose that K is an object
in pDX Kią0D. Then there exist an integer t > 0 and a series of triangles
Ki`1 Ñ Di Ñ Ki Ñ Ki`1r1s
in T with Di P D for all 0 6 i 6 t, K0 “ K and Kt`1 “ 0. Since both K and D0 belong to
Kią0D, we
deduce that K1 P
Kią0D. Consequently, each Ki P
Kią0D. Note that Kt – Dt P D. It follows that the
triangle Kt Ñ Dt´1 Ñ Kt´1 Ñ Ktr1s is split. This implies that Kt´1 P D. Repeating the process, we
can finally obtain K “ K0 P D, as desired. Thus, we have pDX
Kią0D Ď D. 
The coming result will be applied in the proof of Theorem 3.3.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose thatD is presilting. ThenZX xDy “ D.
Proof. It suffices to show that the containmentZXxDy Ď D holds true. To this end, let K be an object
inZXxDy. Note that K P Z Ď DKią0 (see Remark 2.9). By Lemma 3.1(1), we see that K P pD. Since
K P Z Ď Kią0D as well (see Remark 2.9 again), we conclude that K P D by Lemma 3.1(2). Hence,
ZX xDy Ď D, as desired. 
Let F be the composition of functors:
Z ãÑ xZy Ñ xZy{xDy
in which the latter one is the natural quotient functor. It is clear that F sends any object inD to zero in
xZy{xDy, so it factors through the subfactor triangulated category Z{rDs. Consequently, there exists
a functor
F : Z{rDs Ñ xZy{xDy
such that F “ Fpi, where pi : ZÑ Z{rDs is the natural quotient functor.
Now, we are in a position to give the main result of the article.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose thatD is presilting. Then the functor
F : Z{rDs Ñ xZy{xDy
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is a triangle equivalence.
Proof. We need to show that F is a triangle functor, and it is essentially surjective (or dense), full and
faithful.
(1) F is a triangle functor.
Let Z be an object inZ. Send the triangle
Z Ñ DZ Ñ Zx1y Ñ Zr1s
in xZy (see Theorem 2.10(1)) to xZy{xDy. Since both DZ and DZr1s become zero in xZy{xDy, we
obtain an isomorphism Zx1y Ñ Zr1s in xZy{xDy. This yields a natural isomorphism F ˝x1y – r1s ˝F.
On the other hand, let
Z Ñ Z1 Ñ Z2 Ñ Zx1y
be a triangle inZ{rDs. Then we may assume that it comes from a commutative diagram
Z // Z1 //

Z2 //

Zr1s
Z // DZ // Zx1y // Zr1s
of triangles in xZy (see Theorem 2.10(2)). Applying the quotient functor xZy Ñ xZy{xDy to the
above diagram we have Zx1y – Zr1s in xZy{xDy. Thus,
Z Ñ Z1 Ñ Z2 Ñ Zr1s
is a triangle in xZy{xDy. It follows that F is a triangle functor.
(2) F is essentially surjective (or dense).
Let M be an object in xZy{xDy. According to Remark 2.9, we see that D is a weak-generator-
cogenerator in Z. It follows from Corollary 2.6 that xZy “ p qZq`. Hence, M – Lris for some object
L P qZ and some integer i > 0 by definition.
If i “ 0 then M P qZ. Therefore, by Theorem 2.2, there exists a triangle
M Ñ Z1 Ñ K1 Ñ Mr1s
in xZy with Z1 P Z and K1 P qD Ď xDy. Applying the quotient functor xZy Ñ xZy{xDy to the
triangle, we have M – Z1 in xZy{xDy, as desired.
Assume now that i ą 0. Then Mr´is P qZ. By Theorem 2.2 again, we obtain a triangle
Mr´is Ñ Z2 Ñ K2 Ñ Mr´i` 1s
in xZy with Z2 P Z and K2 P qD Ď xDy. Hence, M – Z2ris in xZy{xDy. We show next that
Z2ris – Z2xiy in xZy{xDy. This will imply that M – Z2xiy in xZy{xDy. Thus, F is essentially
surjective.
It is proceed by induction on i. If i “ 1 then according to the proof of (1), we see that Z2r1s – Z2x1y
in xZy{xDy. Suppose that i ą 1. Since Z2xi´ 1y P Z, there exists a triangle
DZ2xi´1y ÝÑ Z2xi´ 1yx1y “ Z2xiy ÝÑ Z2xi´ 1yr1s ÝÑ DZ2xi´1yr1s
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in xZy with DZ2xi´1y P D (see Theorem 2.10(1)). Therefore, Z2xiy – Z2xi´ 1yr1s in xZy{xDy. By the
induction assumption, we have Z2ri´ 1s – Z2xi´ 1y in xZy{xDy. Hence, Z2ris – Z2xiy in xZy{xDy,
as desired.
(3) F is full.
Since F “ Fpi, it suffices to show that F is full. To this end, let
X
f
ÐÝ W
g
ÝÑ Y
be a morphism in xZy{xDy such that X, Y P Z and f lies in the compatible saturated multiplicative
system corresponding to xDy. Complete f to a triangle
Xr´1s
ω
ÝÑ Q Ñ W
f
ÝÑ X
with Q P xDy. Since the pair pDU,UDq forms a co-t-structure on xDy, there is a triangle
A
h
ÝÑ Q
ϕ
ÝÑ BÝÑAr1s
in xDy with A P DUr´1s and B P UD (see Fact 2.12). According to Remark 2.9, we see that
HomT pXr´1s, Bq “ 0. This yields that ϕω “ 0. Hence, ω factors through h. Consider now the
following commutative of triangles
Xr´1s //
}

A //
h

W 1
s
//
l

X
}

Xr´1s
ω
// Q // W
f
// X
where s, l, f are all in the compatible saturated multiplicative system corresponding to xDy. Since
HomT pA, Yq “ 0 by Remark 2.9 again, there exists some k : X Ñ Y such that gl “ ks “ k f l. So we
have k “ g f´1. Thus, F is full, as desired.
(4) F is faithful.
Suppose that there exists a morphism f : X Ñ Y in Z{rDs such that Fp f q “ 0. We want to show
f “ 0. To this end, complete f to a triangle
X
f
ÝÑ Y
g
ÝÑ Z Ñ Xx1y
in Z{rDs. Since Fp f q “ 0, we see that Fpgq is a section. According to (3), we know that F is full.
So there exists some morphism α : Z Ñ Y such that 1FpYq “ Fpαgq. Let β “ αg and complete β to a
triangle
Y
β
ÝÑ Y Ñ Cpβq Ñ Yx1y
in Z{rDs. Note that Cpβq is an object in Z by the construction of triangles in Z{rDs. Since Fpβq “
1FpYq, we conclude that FpCpβqq – 0 in xZy{xDy, i.e., FpCpβqq P xDy. This means Cpβq P xDy by the
definition of F. In view of Lemma 3.2, we see that Cpβq P ZXxDy “ D. Hence, β is an isomorphism
inZ{rDs. This implies that g is a section, and hence, f “ 0, as desired. This completes the proof. 
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4. Applications
Various applications of Theorem 3.3 will be discussed in this section. We recover both a result of
Iyama and Yang and a result of the third author (see Corollary 4.3 and Corollary 4.4). We extend
the classical Buchweitz’s triangle equivalence from Iwanaga-Gorenstein rings to Noetherian rings (see
Corollary 4.12 and Remark 4.13). We obtain the converse of Buchweitz’s triangle equivalence and a
result of Beligiannis (see Corollary 4.16 and Corollary 4.17), and give characterizations for Iwanaga-
Gorenstein rings and Gorenstein algebras (see Corollary 4.18).
4.1. Wei’s triangle equivalence. Suppose that M is a presilting subcategory of T . According to
[28, Proposition 2.5], we see that pMX X XM,MX X XMq forms aM-mutation pair. Hence, as a
consequence of Theorem 3.3, we get the following result.
Corollary 4.1. LetM be a presilting subcategory of T . Then there exists a triangle equivalence
MX XXM { rMs » xMX XXMy{xMy.
Lemma 4.2. LetM be a presilting subcategory of T . Then we have
xMX XXMy “ xMX y X xXMy.
Proof. Obviously, we have xMX X XMy Ď xMX y X xXMy. Hence, it remains to show that the
converse containment holds.
Let M be an object in xMX y X xXMy. Then by Lemma 2.4(1) and Lemma 2.5(1), we see that
M P yXM. Note thatM is clear a weak-cogenerator in XM. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that there
exists a triangle
M Ñ KM Ñ XM Ñ Mr1s
in T with XM P XM and K
M P xM Ď xMy Ď xMX y. Since M belongs to xMX y by assumption,
we deduce that XM P xMX y “ ~MX by Lemma 2.4(2) and Lemma 2.5(2). Note that M is also a
weak-generator in MX . By Theorem 2.2, we have a triangle
XM Ñ MX Ñ ML Ñ X
Mr1s
in T with MX P MX and ML P |M Ď xMy Ď xMX XXMy. Since both X
M and ML belong to XM and
XM is closed under extensions (see Lemma 2.4(1)), we get that MX P MX X XM Ď xMX X XMy.
This implies that XM P xMX X XMy as well. Note that K
M P xMy Ď xMX X XMy. It follows that
M P xMX XXMy. Hence, xMX y X xXMy Ď xMX XXMy, as desired. 
As a consequence of Corollary 4.1 and Lemma 4.2, we obtain the following triangle equivalence,
which is the main result in [28].
Corollary 4.3. [28, Theorem A] LetM be a presilting subcategory of T . Then there exists a triangle
equivalence
MX XXM { rMs » xMX y X xXMy{xMy.
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In 2012, Aihara and Iyama introduced in [1] the notion of a silting reduction of T as the triangulated
quotient T {xMy, where M is a presilting subcategory of T . Recently, Iyama and Yang proved the
following result which shows that under some conditions such a silting reduction can be realized as
a certain subfactor triangulated category of T . According to [28, Corollary 2.7], we see that the
following Iyama and Yang’s result can be deduced from [28, Theorem A] (see Corollary 4.3), and,
hence, is also a special case of our realization in Theorem 3.3.
Corollary 4.4. [17, Theorem 3.6] LetM be a presilting subcategory of T . Suppose that
p1qM is functorially finite in T , and
p2q for any object X P T , HomT pX,Mrisq “ 0 “ HomMpM, Xrisq for i " 0.
Then there exists a triangle equivalence
Kią0MXMKią0 { rMs » T {xMy.
4.2. Applications for projective Frobenius subcategories. Throughout this subsection, let A be an
abelian category with enough projective objects. The subcategory of A consisting of all projective
objects is denoted by P.
Let G be a subcategory of A closed under extensions. Then G becomes an exact category whose
elements in the exact structure are just short exact sequences inA such that all terms belong to G. We
say that G is a Frobenius subcategory of A if G forms a Frobenius category with respect to such an
exact structure.
The following observation plays a key role to connect our main result Theorem 3.3 with applications
on Frobenius subcategories.
Lemma 4.5. LetW Ď G be two subcategories of A. Then G is a Frobenius subcategory of A whose
projective-injective objects are precisely the objects inW if and only if the pair pG,Gq of subcategories
pconsidered in DbpAqq forms aW-mutation pair in DbpAq.
Proof. It is an easy observation that G is closed under extensions inA if and only if it is closed under
extensions in DbpAq. Moreover, sinceA has enough projective objects by assumption, there exists an
isomorphism HomDbpAqpM,Nr1sq – Ext
1
ApM,Nq for all objects M,N inA.
For the ‘only-if’ part, the condition (2) of Definition 2.8 can be obtained from the property that G
has enough projectives and injectives. The condition (3) of Definition 2.8 can be guaranteed by the
above isomorphism and the fact that the objects inW are both projective and injective in G.
For the ‘if’ part, note that pG,Gq forms aW-mutation pair in DbpAq by assumption. The condition
(3) in Definition 2.8 together with the above isomorphism show that the objects inW are both pro-
jective and injective in G. The condition (2) in Definition 2.8 implies that G has enough projectives
and injectives. Finally, it is routine to check that in the exact category G the subcategory of projective
objects coincides with the subcategory of injective objects, and projective-injective objects are objects
inW. 
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In order to give more applications of Theorem 3.3, it is convenient to introduce the following notion
of a projective Frobenius subcategory of A. Recall that a subcategory G of A is called resolving if it
contains P, and is closed under extensions and kernels of epimorphisms.
Definition 4.6. A Frobenius subcategory G ofA is said to be projective provided that
(1) It is resolving.
(2) Its projective-injective objects are just the projective objects ofA.
As usual, we denote the stable category G{rPs by G ; it is a triangulated category (we refer the reader
to [15] for more details).
As a consequence of Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 4.5, we obtain
Corollary 4.7. Let G be a projective Frobenius subcategory ofA. Then there exists a triangle equiva-
lence
G » xGy{xPy.
Inspired by the Christensen’s notion of Gorenstein projective dimension for complexes in D´pAq
(see [11, Subsection 1.7]), we introduce the following notion of projective dimension with respect to a
projective Frobenius subcategory ofA.
Definition 4.8. Let G be a projective Frobenius subcategory of A and X a complex in D´pAq. The
G-projective dimension of X, denoted by G-dim X, is defined as
G- dim X “ inf t sup t l P Z | G´l ‰ 0 u | G » X, where G is a bounded-above complex
with each G´l P G u.
Following from the definition above, we have the next assertions.
Remark 4.9. Suppose that G is a projective Frobenius subcategory ofA.
p1q For any complex X P D´pAq and any k P Z, we see that G- dimpXrksq “ G- dim X ` k.
p2qNote that theG-projective dimension of complexes is defined based upon the equivalence relation
of complexes. This implies that the subcategory of D´pAq consisting of all complexes with finite G-
projective dimension is closed under equivalences of complexes.
p3q Let M be an object inA. Then the G-projective dimension of M (considered as a stalk complex)
is the least non-negative integer n such that there exists an exact sequence
0Ñ Gn Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ G1 Ñ G0 Ñ M Ñ 0
with Gi P G for all 0 6 i 6 n.
One can obtain the coming result by a similar argument to the proof of [30, Theorem 3.9(1)].
Lemma 4.10. Let G be a projective Frobenius subcategory ofA. Suppose that
M Ñ M1 Ñ M2 Ñ Mr1s
is a triangle in DbpAq. If any two complexes of M, M1 and M2 have finiteG-projective dimension, then
so does the third.
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Suppose that G is a projective Frobenius subcategory of A. In what follows, denote by DbpAq pG
the subcategory of DbpAq consisting of all complexes with finite G-projective dimension. Combining
Remark 4.9 with Lemma 4.10, one can conclude that DbpAq pG is a triangulated subcategory of D
bpAq.
Corollary 4.11. Let G be a projective Frobenius subcategory ofA. Then there exists a triangle equiv-
alence
G » DbpAq pG{K
bpPq.
Proof. Obviously, we have xPy “ KbpPq and xGy “ KbpGq{KbacpGq, where K
b
acpGq is the subcategory
of KbpGq consisting of all acyclic complexes. Hence, to complete the proof, by Corollary 4.7, we
need only to show that KbpGq{KbacpGq – D
bpAq pG. Indeed, it is clear by the definition of G-projective
dimension for homology bounded complexes. 
Recall that an object M in A is called Gorenstein projective [13] if there exists an exact complex P
of projective objects such that M is isomorphic to a cokernel of P and the complex HomApP,Qq is still
exact whenever Q is a projective object. Denote by GP the subcategory of all Gorenstein projective
objects inA.
Clearly, the subcategory GP is a projective Frobenius subcategory ofA. Hence, by Corollary 4.11,
we have
Corollary 4.12. Let A be an abelian category with enough projective objects. Then there exists a
triangle equivalence
GP » DbpAqxGP{K
bpPq.
Remark 4.13. (1) In 1986, Buchweitz [8] established the following famous triangle equivalence over
an Iwanaga-Gorenstein ring R (that is, R is a left and right Noetherian ring with finite self-injective
dimension on both sides (see, e.g., [13]))
Gp » DbpmodRq{KbpprojRq p6q,
where Gp denotes the subcategory of modR consisting of all finitely generated Gorenstein projective
right R-modules.
Assume now that R is a right Noetherian ring. Then modR is an abelian category with enough
projective objects. Thus, by Corollary 4.12, we obtain in this case the triangle equivalence
Gp » DbpmodRqxGp{K
bpprojRq,
which extends p6q from Iwanaga-Gorenstein rings to arbitrary Noetherian rings.
(2) The ‘big’ version of the triangle equivalence p6q was proved by Beligiannis [5] over a ring
R which has finite right Gorenstein global dimension (that is, a ring satisfies that the supremum of
Gorenstein projective dimension of all right R-modules is finite). More specifically, over such a ring
R, Beligiannis showed that there exists a triangle equivalence
GP » DbpModRq{KbpProjRq p7q
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in which GP denotes the subcategory of ModR consisting of all Gorenstein projective right R-modules
(indeed, in Beligiannis’ work [5], he established p7q over rings satisfying that any projective right
module has finite injective dimension and any injective right module has finite projective dimension.
He called therein such rings right Gorenstein rings. However, in view of [5, Theorem 6.9] and [12,
Theorem 4.1], we see that right Gorenstein rings are just rings having finite right Gorenstein global
dimension).
Let now R be an arbitrary ring. Then as a consequence of Corollary 4.12, we see that the following
triangle equivalence holds true
GP » DbpModRqxGP{K
bpProjRq.
It generalizes p7q from rings with finite Gorenstein global dimension to arbitrary rings.
4.3. The converse of Buchweitz’s triangle equivalence. As usual, denote by GpdA M the Gorenstein
projective dimension of an object M P A. When we consider a right R-module M in ModR or modR,
the Gorenstein projective dimension of M will be denoted simply by GpdR M.
Lemma 4.14. Let A be an abelian category with enough projective objects. Then every object in A
has finite Gorenstein projective dimension if and only if
DbpAq “ DbpAqxGP.
Proof. The if-part is obvious.
For the only-if-part, we need to show that any homology bounded complex M has finite Gorenstein
projective dimension. To this end, let P be a bounded-above complex of projective objects such that
P – M in DbpAq, and suppose that infti P Z |HipMq ‰ 0u “ s for some integer s. Then P is exact in
degrees i ă s. This implies that the following sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Ps´1 Ñ Ps Ñ CspPq Ñ 0Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ p;q
is exact. Note that p;q is indeed a projective resolution of CspPq and CspPq has finite Gorenstein pro-
jective dimension by assumption. It follows from [16, Theorem 2.11] that Cs´npPq is Gorenstein pro-
jective, where n “ GpdA CspPq. Thus, we conclude that M has finite Gorenstein projective dimension,
as desired. 
As a consequence of Corollary 4.12 and Lemma 4.14, we have the next result.
Corollary 4.15. LetA be an abelian category with enough projective objects. Then every object inA
has finite Gorenstein projective dimension if and only if there exists a triangle equivalence
GP » DbpAq{KbpPq.
It is well-known that modR is an abelian category if and only if R is a right Noetherian ring, and
that in this case modR has enough projective objects. Hence, by Corollary 4.15, we obtain the coming
result. It gives the converse of the Buchweitz’s triangle equivalence (see Remark 4.13(1)).
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Corollary 4.16. Let R be a right Noetherian ring. Then the following statements are equivalent:
p1q Every finitely generated right R-module has finite Gorenstein projective dimension.
p2q There exists a triangle equivalence Gp » DbpmodRq{KbpprojRq.
The next result have been obtained by Beligiannis in [5, Theorem 6.9]. We can also obtain it by
Corollary 4.15 together with the fact that a ring R has finite right Gorenstein global dimension if and
only if every right R-module has finite Gorenstein projective dimension (see [12, Theorem 4.1]).
Corollary 4.17. p[5, Theorem 6.9]q Let R be a ring. Then the following statements are equivalent:
p1q R has finite right Gorenstein global dimension.
p2q There exists a triangle equivalence GP » DbpModRq{KbpProjRq.
Based on Corollary 4.16 and Corollary 4.17, we obtain the following result, which can characterize
Iwanaga-Gorenstein rings and Gorenstein algebras. Note that the equivalence of (1) and (3) is a special
case of Bergh, Jørgensen and Oppermann’s result [6, Theorem 3.6], where it is proved that if R is
either a left and right Artin ring or a commutative Noetherian local ring, then there exists a triangle
equivalence Gp » DbpmodRq{KbpprojRq if and only if R is Gorenstein.
Corollary 4.18. Let R be a left and right Noetherian ring. Then the following statements are equiva-
lent:
p1q R is Iwanaga-Gorenstein.
p2q There exists a triangle equivalence GP » DbpModRq{KbpProjRq.
If R is further an Artin algebra, then the above two conditions are equivalent to
p3q There exists a triangle equivalence Gp » DbpmodRq{KbpprojRq.
Proof. According to [13, Theorem 12.3.1], we know that a left and right Noetherian ring is Iwanaga-
Gorenstein if and only if it has finite right Gorenstein global dimension. Hence, in view of Corollary
4.17, we deduce that the statements (1) and (2) are equivalent.
Suppose that R is further an Artin algebra. Then the category modR is an abelian category with
enough projectives and injectives. It follows from [5, Theorem 4.16] that if every finitely generated
right R-module has finite Gorenstein projective dimension, then their Gorenstein projective dimension
has a supremum. Hence, by virtue of [13, Theorem 12.3.1] again, we see that R is a Gorenstein algebra
if and only if every finitely generated right R-module has finite Gorenstein projective dimension. Thus,
by Corollary 4.16, we conclude that the equivalence of (1) and (3) holds true. This completes the
proof. 
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